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Abstract
We review recent developments in the study of electronic excitation of projectiles
in fast ion-solid collisions. Our focus will be primarily on theory but experimental
advances will also be discussed. Topics include the evidence for velocity-dependent
thresholds for the existence of bound states, wake-field effects on excited states, the
electronic excitation of channeled projectiles, transport phenomena, and the interaction
of highly charged ions with surfaces.

I. Introduction
Since the advent of the so-called "beam foil" spectroscopy almost three decades ago,
an impressive amount of data1 has been accumulated on the production of charge states
and excitation states, both bound and continuum states, produced by the transmission
of atoms and ions through solids. A complex array of interaction processes produces
a variety of excited, sometimes "exotic", configurations not easily accessible by other
means. This is to be contrasted with excitation by photons which is limited by stringent selection rules. Despite the extensive application of the ion-solid interaction as a
spectroscopic tool and as an efficient ionizing agent ("stripper"), a microscopic understanding of the dynamics of the excitation process, of the evolution and transport of
electrons accompanying fast ions, has been rather limited. Many fundamental questions
concerning the existence, the modes of formation, and the lifetime of excited states first
noted by Bohr and Lindhard2 in their classic paper from 1954 are still unanswered.
These difficulties result from the complexity of the interaction, from the importance of
multiple scattering and from the fact that relevant perturbations are often sufficiently
strong as to preclude a perturbational treatment. In recent years, however, considerable progress has been made in the theory of ion-solid collisions, in particular, since
high-speed large scale computations allow an increasingly realistic simulation of the
transient electronic dynamics. While these efforts are still in their infancy, they have
already provided considerable insight into "what is going on" inside the solid.
To set the stage, Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the electron density as a proton
approaches, penetrates, and finally exits a thin "foil." This
calculation is performed in
a time-dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) approximation3. The foil is modelled by a slab
of "jellium", i.e., an electron gas confined by a uniform positive background potential
with sharp edges located at z = ±10a.u. with 20 a.u. thickness and a lateral extension
of 40 a.u. The speed of the piotons equals the Fermi velocity

vF = (Zn2Ney'\

(1)

the characteristic speed of the electron gas having density Nt. The unperturbed electron
gas displays density oscillations (Friedel oscillations) inside the slab and an exponentially
decaying tail of tunneling electron into the vacuum (Fig. la). Both are consequences of
the quantum mechanical response of the electronic density to the presence of the surface
potential step. As the proton approaches the surface (Fig. lb) charge exchange by
resonant tunneling into the Coulomb well of the proton sets in at rather large distances.
At the same time density fluctuations in the target ("plasma oscillations") with plasmon
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Our focus will be primarily on the description of projectile centered states since here
both experiment and theory are far more advanced. However, the recent observation4
of electronic shock waves in the target is noteworthy. The density fluctuations trailing
the ion are expected5 to be confined within a Mach cone with cone angle
6c

(3)

As the cone approaches the surface preferential low energy electron emission with ve <
vp is expected in a direction perpendicular to the shock wave front. The
peak in the
angular distribution of slow secondary electrons (Fig. 2) emitted by JV+ penetrating a
thin foil of thickness d = 1890 a.u. (up = 2.4 a.u.) have oetn attributed to the emission
of shock electrons. Their identification relies on the dependence of the peak angle on
the collision velocity (Eq. 3). These data appear to be the first direct and detailed
evidence for "collective" target excitations by fast ions. The well known
plasmon loss
peaks have b««n observed, up to now, only for electron transmission6.
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Fig. 2. Angular distributions (40° < 0 < 105°) of low-energy secondary electrons at
different electron energies (0.072 < E < 0.75) from a C foil (d = 1890 a.u., left), and a
Cu foil (d = 1890 a.u.) sputter-cleaned (center) and uncleaned (right), from Ref. 4.
In Sect. II we introduce basic concepts of the theory of projectile excitation in
dense media and present simple-minded order-of-magnitude estimates in order to extract
characteristic parameters of the problem. In later sections we will fill in on this physical
picture with help of a few examples such as velocity dependent thresholds, dynamical
screening, channeling, transport, and surface effects. In accordance with the guidance
given to the authors by the organizers of this conference I will attempt to deemphasize
the presentation of work from our group. Nonetheless, my selection of examples is far
from being representative and inadvertently biased towards topics of my own interest.
Atomic units will be used throughout unless stated otherwise.

II. Basic Concepts
The electronic evolution associated with the penetration of fast ions through matter
is an extremely complex many-body scattering problem for which even the construction
of the appropriate Schrodinger (or Lippmann-Schwinger) equation is a highly non-trivial
task, let alone its solution at any satisfactory level. Drastic simplification based on
intuition and hand-waving arguments have to be invoked in order to set up a tractable
problem which, in turn, may be accessible to an approximate solution. The first step
along the route of simplification concerns the translational degrees of freedom of the
projectile. Since the mass ratio of electronic to nuclear mass 1/M < 10~3 is exceedingly
small, the projectile ion is assumed to follow a classical constant-velocity trajectory
Z = vpt,

(4)

neglecting thereby rare hard collisions with the ionic cores of the target. The projectile
is assumed to be fast, i.e.
vp » vF ~ 1.
(5)
In cases where we want to employ perturbation theory for electronic transitions, the
criterion (5) is sufficient only when electronic inner shell processes can be neglected.
More rigorously, we should require
vp £ vK
(6)
where VK{— ZPtr) is the orbital velocity of the K shell of the projectile or target,
respectively.
Turning now to important parameters characterizing the bound state of the projectile, the binding energy (in hydrogenic approximation) is given by
e = -g 2 /2n 2

(7)

where q is the charge state of the ion. Heavy ions possess a charge state distribution
characterized by a mean charge state q which may be different inside and outside the
solid. Using a Thomas-Fermi model
a phenomenological relation between q, the nucleus
charge Zp and vp can be found7
q = Zp(l-exp(-vp/Z2/3)).

(8)

Other important parameters are the classical orbital frequency (or, quantum mechanically, the level spacing),

and the orbital radius
< r > n ~ 3n2/2q.
(10)
Projectile states are, in fact, not bound states but quasi-bound states, i.e. resonances
in the continuum since they are subject to collisional destruction or radiative decay.
Decay rates (inverse lifetimes) for radiative decay are of the order of

r r = - ~ aVA*3,

(ii)

(a = 1/137 the Sommerfeld fine structure constant) while an order-of-magnitude estimate (upper limit) for the collisional broadening of the state is given by the collision
frequency of a free electron,

r. - I - i

(12)

where A/ is the mean free path (mfp) of the free electron in the medium. For deeply
bound states (Eq. 12) overestimates the collisional loss rate. The mfp is the characteristic parameter for the collisional perturbation by the solid. It contains contributions
from elastic scattering at the ionic target cores (Aej) and the inelastic electron-electron
scattering (Ajn):

AJ1 = A;,1 + A" 1 .

(13)

8

As an estimate for Ae; we can use

where O,TF « 0.885 Z T J ' 3 is the Thomas-Fermi screening length ( Z r = nuclear charge of
the target atom) and NT is the number density of the target. (For monovalent targets,
NT = Ne). Eq.(14) is derived under the assumption of a quasi-free electron and is
therefore not valid for small n. In the Rydberg limit, n -+ oo, Eq.(14) reduces to
\el~v2p/(teZTaTFNT)

(15)

The contribution to the mfp originating from inelastic collisions between the projectile
electron and the valence electrons of the target can be estimated to be of the order of

Xin ~

/L x

(16)

In addition to the mfp (or, equivalently, the collision frequency), individual collisions are
characterized by the collision time, the duration of the collisional perturbation which is
of the order of
Atc ~ aTF/vp.
(17)
with Atc «

rc. The nearest neighbor spacing of target atoms is of the order of
d ~ W f 1 / 3 ~ 5a.u.

(18)

For propagation in amorphous media or in "random" directions of a crystal, the sequence of collisions is a stochastic random process with no well-defined time structure.
For channeling in single crystals the (soft) collisional interaction with the lattice sites
becomes periodic with frequency
= 2xvp/d

(19)

while the collisions with the electrons in the channel remain a stochastic process. Under
channeling conditions A",1 ~ 0.
The interaction with the target electrons (treated as an "electron gas") has another
profound effect: The collective response of the electron gas to the Coulomb field of the
projectile leads to dynamical screening characterized by the dynamical screening length
AD = vp/up.

(20)

For low voy the projectile velocity should be replaced by the Fermi velocity vp in (20)
denning tne static screening length of the electron gas. The latter is somewhat larger
than axF reflecting the fact that the valence electron density is smaller than the total
electron density near the core. The effective potential due to dynamical screening, V,c,
(Fig. 3) reduces the binding energy of the projectile states and supports only a finite
number of bound states due to its asymptotically short-ranged character. Furthermore
it possesses an oscillatory wake which allows for the existence of exotic, non-atomic

quasi-bound states of "wake-riding electrons."9"11 The qualitative similarity between
the dynamical screening potential (Fig. 3) calculated in plasmon-pole approximation
for the dielectric function for an infinite medium and the density fluctuations calculated
in the TDHF approximation for a jellium slab (Fig. 1), is quite remarkable in view of
the vast differences in the underlying approaches.
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Fig. 3. Dynamical screening potential of 5 1 6 + in Al calculated in plasmon-pole approximation to the dielectric function (vp = 1 a.u.).
We can now give a few order-of-magnitude estimates characterizing the production
and evolution of projectile states inside the solid. Answering the most fundamental
question to what extent excited states exist, if at all, several criteria have to be considered. The criterion most frequently discussed in literature is geometric in nature. The
size of the orbital (Eq. 10) should not exceed the lattice spacing (Eq. 18),
(21)
thereby defining a cut-off quantum number
(22)

above which bound states no longer "fit" inside the solid. We emphasize that (22) is
neither necessary or sufficient since the stability of the electronic motion is determined
by the dynamical processes, in particular, by the strength of the perturbation and the
availability of open decay channels. The well known exciton states in semiconductors
(in the static limit vp —+ 0) with diameters encompassing many lattice sites attests to
the dynamic nature of stability limits.
Taking dynamical screening into account quasi-bound states cease to exist when the
dynamical screening length and the radius of the orbital become comparable. Using
(20) as characteristic length within which the Coulomb potential is altered we find

^ * I S.

( 23 )

or a critical quantum number
nb ~ (2vpq/Zup)1/2

(24)

above which bound states no longer exist because of screening. In addition we can find
a more stringent criterion for the existence of well-defined discrete bound states. We
require that collisional broadening should not exceed the level spacing. Using for the
latter the distance between energy shells (Eq. (9)), we find with help of Eqs. (12, 13),
(25)

= rc
or

1/3

<r v.

(26)

Eqs. (24) and (26) allow therefore to divide the projectile state space into different
regions (Fig. 4): discrete core states (n < n c ) which closely resemble moderately
perturbed atomic states, a continuum of negative energy states (n c < n < nj) which, in
general, will be strongly perturbed having little resemblance to asymptotic stationary
states, and finally a positive-energy continuum (n > n\,). On grounds of the Bohr
correspondence principle, classical dynamics is expected to be valid for large quantum
numbers, n » 1 ( more rigorously, all quantum numbers involved should be large).
In the present case of a bound state spectrum embedded into a continuum via strong
collisional coupling (n > n12c) , more complex considerations concerning the noise-driven
quantum dynamics apply . As a crude estimate we can use n c (Eq. 26) as the classicalquantum border.
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Fig. 4. Decomposition of excited state manifolds around a fast sulphur ion 5 1 6 + in
a carbon foil as a function of vp; nc : classical-quantum border (Eq. 26); rtf,: border
of bound (negative energy) states (Eq.24); ng: geometric border (Eq. 22). Only an
order-of-magnitude estimate is given.

For core states we can, furthermore, distinguish between states quenched primarily
by collisions and states decaying radiatively. The border is given by
(27)

~ rr.
or

1/3

(28)

For n < nr radiative decay dominates over collisional destruction.
The evolution of core states can be described by rate equation models13'14 (i.e.,
discrete master equations) with only a modest number of states included. The transition
rates (Wtj) in the rate equation for the probability distribution Pi,
dpi

(29)

are given in terms of atomic cross sections CTJ^
ij =

vpNToUi.

(30)

The channel indices (ij) in (29) refer to either different excited states of a given charge
state or different charge states. Accordingly, <7jit refer to the corresponding atomic cross
sections for excitation, ionization, electron capture etc. The loss of phase coherence
underlying the master equation (29) is due to the stochastic character of the collision
process. This description has been applied to a large number of collision systems an
example of which is shown in Fig. 5. The evolution of several charge states in 125 MeV
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Fig. 5. Charge state of 125 MeV sulphur ions with initial charge state 15+ as a
function of the thickness of carbon foil (o experiment;
calculation), from Ref. 13.

sulphur as a function of foil thickness, i.e., as a function of distance of propagation can
be traced quite accurately13. Limitations, however, have become apparent. Chetioui
et. a l . u have reported on a perturbation of the £ distribution predicted by (29) due
to the effective electric field produced by the anisotropic dynamical screening charge
density. The atomic states in the solid are therefore Stark states. Furthermore, since
this "wake" field is, to a good degree of approximation, time independent in the frame
of the projectile, the characteristic interaction time is much longer ( of the order of
the dwell time in the solid) compared to the collision time for binary atomic collisions
(Eq.17). Phase coherences due to field mixing may therefore persist and have been,
indeed, observed1*.
For the formation of highly excited states beyond the border of existence of discrete
quantum states (n > n c ) a different description of the continuous phase space distribution is needed. Within the framework of classical dynamics the electronic evolution
is described by a phase space master equation for the distribution function p 15 ,
vp^p(r,v,Z)

= (L + R)p(?,v,Z),

(31)

where the classical Liouville operator
L = - u - V r + VVp-V,

(32)

describes the phase space flow ("drift") due to the effective electron-projectile interaction Vp and R is the collision (integral) operator describing stochastic collisions of the
electrons in the solid. The phase-space coordinates (f, v) refer to the projectile frame.
One conceptual drawback of the classical dynamics approach is that the initial state
of the electron, usually a tightly bound electron of the target or projectile, is a true
quantum state. The somewhat surprising success of classical trajectory Monte Carlo
(CTMC) calculations16 in describing electronic transitions between low-lying states in
ion-atom collisions indicates, however, a broader applicability of classical dynamics. An
example for the application of (31) will be given in Section V.
Since in most cases the experimental observation refers to asymptotic states in the
vacuum, the modification of the projectile state population upon exit from the solid
plays an important role. The characteristic parameter for the transition is the transit
time through the surface. For a particle exiting with angle 6 relative to the surface
normal the transit time t3 is of the order
is ^

2

T.

(33)

vp cos 6
For transmission problems with an outgoing trajectory close to the surface normal ( { «
0) and high speeds the transit time is short (ta « 1) compared to the orbital period
(~ w" 1 , Eq. 9), except for deeply bound states. A second characteristic parameter is
the strength of the surface potential. For a jellium model we have

V0 = W + ±vF

(34)

in terms of the work function W and the Fermi energy. Vo has to be compared with
the change of potential energy due to the breakdown of dynamical screening (~ tf/Ap).
The maximum strength for the time-dependent perturbation due to transit through
the surface is therefore ~ (Vo — g/A/j)- According to (33), for highly excited states
the influence of the potential step can therefore be treated in sudden approximation
by which the electron jumps from the potential surface of the dynamical screening
potential to the bare atomic Coulomb potential in the vacuum15. As the transit time
increases, e.g. for large angles of exit (6 —• n/2), the influence of the surface potential

becomes important. The latter has profound effects on electronic excitation in ionsurface scattering at grazing incidence (see Sec. VI). For low-lying states, the sudden
approximation may not be valid. However, in this case the time-dependent perturbation
is weak. Since
(35)
\V0 ~ «/A o |
for q » 1 and small n, core states are little affected during the penetration of the exit
surface17.
III. Velocity dependent thresholds for the existent e of excited states.
After the above qualitative overview of fundamental interaction phenomena, we turn
to specific examples illustrating recent progress.
Eq. (24) implies the existence of a characteristic threshold above which a bound
state no longer exists because of dynamical screening. This threshold will depend on
the projectile velocity, and the charge state involved as well as on the properties of
the medium. The existence of a dynamical threshold has been, in fact, predicted some
time ago7'18. Recently, Chevallier et al.19 have found evidence for a velocity dependent
threshold for the n = 3 manifold in He+ (Fig. 6). The relatively abrupt change of the
velocity dependent relative population fraction, P(He+(3p)/P(He+)t in collisions with
a carbon foil near vp — 3.7 a.u. was attributed to a threshold for the existence of a
He+(3p) state inside the solid. These authors also find that in the same velocity region,
(2 < vp < 5), the 2p state exists everywhere while the Ap state is unstable over the whole
interval.20 These results can be compared with a recent comprehensive theoretical study
of atomic eigenstates in the dynamical screening potential by Miiller et al 21 . Using both
«v/v#j
3

4

Fig. 6. Velocity dependence of ratios R, P(He+(3p))/(P(He+)
/P(He+), normalized to unity for vp — 3.7, from Ref. 19.

and P(He+{2p))

semiclassical Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (EBK) quantization, and diagonalization of the
nonrelativistic hydrogenic Hamiltonian matrix in the truncated Hilbert space of w 600
hydrogenic eigenstates of the same exact symmetry, a large number of eigenvalues have
been calculated. Fig. 7 displays energy levels of the n = 3 manifold of the He+

spectrum as a function of the inverse projectile velocity (i.e. proportional to the perturbation parameter <?/AD). An excited state ceases to exist when the level is promoted
to threshold
0.20
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Fig. 7. Level splitting of the n = 3 manifolds of He+ in carbon as a function of v" 1
(proportional to perturbation parameter
), approximate electric quantum number
k = —2, —1,0,1,2, from top to bottom.
(e = 0). Because of a large number of avoided crossings in the vicinity of the threshold
and the sudden transition upon exit (Eq. (33)) the diabatic extrapolation of the levels
(avoided crossings are treated as real crossings) was used. The threshold for a given
manifold is defined by the critical velocity vc at which the last member of the manifold
becomes unstable, i.e., enters the positive-energy continuum. Fig. 8 displays the critical

Fig. 8. Thresholds for existence of bound hydrogenic n manifolds for different charge
states q and projectile speeds vp.

threshold lines for the existence of a given manifold for diiferent combinations of charge
states and projectiles. For He+(q = 2) and n = 3 the threshold in carbons lies at
vp = 3.6a.u. in amazing agreement with the experiment. We expect this agreement to
be, in part, fortuitous for several reasons: n = 3 manifold lies above nc (Eq. 26). Sine
the collisional broadening (Eq. (12)). is expected to smear out any sharp threshold
and poses a complication in determining an accurate threshold value. Furthermore, it
appears that the experimental determination of sharp changes in population is subject
to considerable uncertainty due to cascade contributions and the obstruction of the
photon signal near the foil.
For small perturbation parameters (high speeds) the splitting of energy levels closely
resembles the linear Stark effect (Fig. 7). The anisotropic screening charge cloud
concentrated behind the ion creates an electric field with the magnitude21

F = £fcqHv,M

(36)

near the nucleus thereby inducing Stark splitting of hydrogenic core states. This splitting has been first observed in experiments of resonant coherent excitation of channeled
ions22. For core states of very highly charged ions, the Stark splitting
AEstark = ZnkF/q

(37)

with the electric quantum number {k = 0, ± 1 , . . . , ±(n—1),) exceeds the level broadening
F = F r + F c . The phase coherence leads in this case to quantum beats ("Stark beats")
observable as intensity fluctuations of the Lya radiation14. It should be noted that the
absolute value of Stark splitting (Eq. 37) is, to first approximation, independent of q.
The observation of Stark beats in highly charged ions becomes possible because of the
reduction of the collisional broadening for deeply bound states (Eq. (14)).

IV. Electronic excitation of channeled ion
The most profound change in the excitation dynamics of channeled ions as compared
with those propagated along "random" directions is the strong suppression of collisions
between projectile centered electrons and target cores. This implies several important
consequences:
(a) The elastic mean free path (Eq. 14) becomes very large (ideally, infinite). Only
collisions between valence target electrons and the projectile electrons are possible.
(b) Collisional excitation and ionization displays threshold and resonance phenomena.
Since the ionic cores of the target no longer act as a "reservoir" of a broad distribution in
momentum and energy, only the energy (|fp) and momentum (vp) of valence electrons
as seen in the projectile frame of reference can mediate excitation, thereby limiting the
number of open channels. This property has been utilized by Datz et al.22 to measure
dielectric excitation and ionization of highly charged hydrogenic ions. The valence
electron density in the channel acts like an extremely dense electron beam, as seen in
the rest frame of the projectile. The space charge problem limiting the formation of
a laboratory electron beam of high density is elegantly taken care of by the positive
background potential provided by the target cores. If beam energy lies below the first
excitation threshold,
l

-vl < en=2 - 6 n = 1

(38)

the direct excitation channel is closed. However, the dielectronic excitation channel may
be open near a resonance by which the energy defect to the n = 2 level is compensated
by the capture of the impacting electron into a negative energy state of the projectile.

Experimental signatures of this two-electron process are either 2p —• Is X rays or a
change of the charge state21+(<?—»? — 1). Fig. 9 presents recent experimental data23 for
hydrogenic Titanium (Tt ) together with a solution of the rate equation (Eq. (29)).
This data allows a test of the calculated dielectric capture cross section (proportional to
the inverse Auger rate) for gas-phase collisions entering the rate equation. The width
of the dielectronic excitation resonance is determined by the width of the momentum
distribution of the valence electrons (« 2vp). It should be noted that the second
step in the clielectronic recombination, the radiative stabilization by X ray emission is
suppressed relative to gas-phase collisions due to the collisional loss rate for excited
states determined by A,n. Consequently, dielectronic excitation in channels may result
in dielectronic ionization (i.e. loss of the remaining Is electron along the2 1 +sequence
Is —* n£ —» continuum) or in relaxation back to the initial charge state Tt (ls) via
emission of one photon followed by collisional loss rather than in capture (Ti20+, via
emission of two photons). The availability24of a high density electron beam in channels
has been recently used by Claytor et al. for a measurement of the electron impact
excitation cross sections for H- and He-like Uranium at GeV energies.
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Fig. 9. Variation of the 2p —> Is x ray intensity near the dielectronic resonance (2p2)
in Ti20+ as a function projectile, energy (in MeV), from Ref. 23.
As mentioned in Section II, the distant (soft) interaction of the projectile with the
target atoms on regular lattice sites possesses a deterministic periodic time structure
under channeling conditions (Eq. (19)). Seen in the frame of the projectile the interaction with the lattice structure acts as a coherent electric
field capable of driving resonant
transitions. This effect, predicted by Okorokov25, was first7+unambiguously observed22
in the resonantly modulated charge state fractions of iVt ions as a function of the
projectile when wre« (or one of the higher harmonics) coincides with the excitation frequency u) = C2P — tit. The enhanced fraction of bare ions results from the collisional
ionization prior to radiative relaxation (i.e, F c > > F r ).
Recently, Kimura et al26 have found evidence for resonant coherent excitation (RCE)
in the yield of "convoy electrons". Convoy electrons correspond to near-threshold states
in the continuum (e ~ 0) and manifest themselves as a sharp peak ("cusp") in the
forward spectrum for electron emission. The yield of convoy electrons in 5coincidence
with carbon ions normalized to the number of exiting hydrogenic ions (C + ) displays
a pronounced enhancement when the ion beam velocity is tuned to the 2nd harmonic

resonance of a gold < 100 > channel (Fig. lObV The observation of enhanced convoy
electron emission for RCE allows detailed insight into the production mechanism. We
note first that the thickness of the gold crystal (« 1600A) is large compared to the
mean free path A,n. Any transient enhancement has therefore decayed as the projectile
reaches the exit surface. The change in convoy electron production is due to changes in
preequilibrium composition of the beam near the RCE resonance.
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ENERGY MeV)
Fig. 10. Yield of convoy electrons in coincidence with outgoing C 6 + emitted by
incident C 5 + on Au[100] near the RCE resonance, a) normalized to the incident beam.
b) normalized to exiting C 5 + , from Ref. 26.
Since the charge state distribution is far from equilibrium at the exit surface,
we use the non-equilibrium solution to the master equation for the initial condition,
P*?(Z = 0) = 1,
T
Tls~2

'1,

(39a&6)

where Nt refers to the electronic density in the channel, ajj+ is the electron impact
ionization cross section for the n shell of C 5 + and c\^_2 is the excitation cross section
Is —• 2s, rp. The later will be modified by the additional RCE cross section <TRCE,
1 ~* O"l«-2 + °RCE

(40)

near the resonance. Eq.(39) follows from (29) if one takes only n = 1 and n — 2 core
sta'.es into account and neglects all capture processes, which are small under channeling
conditions, as well as deexcitation processes. The neglect of higher shells is only justified
to the extent that they are not directly influenced by the resonance but only contribute
to the incoherent yield.
The longstanding hypothesis27 that convoy electron emission proceeds preferentially
through electron loss from excited states can now be directly verified: Tuning through
the RCE resonance, the changes in the yield of convoy electrons per incident ion (Fig.
10a) should, to a good degree of approximation, mirror the behavior of excited state
fraction, F | + (Fig. 11), but should display no correlation to either the bare ion fraction
F 6 + , or the ground state, Ff*. The-at first glance-surprising observation that the
"pumped" final state, F*l 2 , as well as the convoy yield (Fig 10a) show no resonant
enhancement is consequence of the fact that both the total loss from excited states as
well as ELC has a much larger cross section than from the ground state. Consequently,
the resonant "pumping" of the C5+(n = 2) effectively pumps the C6+ charge state
because of the rapid loss. Furthermore, since ELC cross sections for excited states are
much larger, the depletion of the ground state is inconsequential for the convoy yield.
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Fig. 11. Charge state (Cf+, C 6+ ) and excited state C5+(n = 2) fraction near the RCE
resonance, from Ref. 26.

We also note that the population fractions as well as the convoy yield displays a
broadened resonance which is due to both collisional broadening and the Stark splitting
of the n = 2 manifold. A comparison between convoy electron spectra for random and
non-resonant 28channeling conditions has been recently performed at GANIL by Andriamonje et al. for bare Xenon ions(g = 54) and projectile velocities vp = 40a.u. One
remarkable result was the expected strong suppression of electron capture to continuum under channeling conditions since mechanical capture of (quasi) free electrons is
forbidden.
V. Transport processes and the production of high-l states
For highly excited states beyond the border of discrete quantum states, the changes
in population are described by the transport equation for the probability flow in phase
space (Eq. (31)). Direct evidence for multiple scattering effects in the final projectile
state population have been found in the abundance
of high £ states absent in ion-atom
collisions under otherwise similar conditions29.
-
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Fig. 12. ^-distribution P(£) in n = 5 of C2+(2p5£) (vp = 2.25 a.u.). a)
,
3+
2+
+
experimental data (Ref. 30) for C +He -> C (2p5£)+Jfe ,
, experimental
data (Ref. 30) for C2+ + He ->C2+(2p5£) + He+;
, simulated initial distribution for
random walk, b) - - -, experimental data (Ref. 30) forC2+(2p5£) on carbon foil; ——,
escape-depth-averaged (steady state) solution of the Langevm equation, from Ref. 31.

A detailed comparison between experiment and theory has recently become available 30for doubly excited states in carbon C2+(2p5f) produced in collisions with carbon
foils . According to Eq. (26) the 5/ orbital lies at the experimental collision velocity vp = 2.2 a.u., well above n c (in fact, in the positive-energy continuum according to
(24)), and the classical phase-space master equation should be applicable.
Comparison
2+
with the simultaneously
measured
£
distribution
for
both
excitation
C
—*• He and
electron capture C 3 + —» He in gas-phase collisions clearly display the shift to high-£
states (Fig. 12). In order to treat the £ evolution within the framework of transport
theory31 we have chosen an initial distribution in £, also shown in (Fig. 12), which is
modeled after the experimental ion-atom collision data (Fig 12). The mapping of the
continuous classical £ distribution onto discrete quantum numbers was made with use
of equally spaced bins centered around the semiclassical value £ -f- 1/2. An equivalent
method has been used for n. The resulting asymptotic stationary £ distribution in n = 5
(averaged over different escape depths) after foil exit shows astonishingly good agreement with the data. The only statistically significant deviation, by a factor ~ 1.5, from
the experimental data appears to occur in the g-state population.
The physical picture underlying the dramatic shift of the £ distribution to high £
states as compared to ion-atom collisions under single collision conditions is that multiple scattering of electrons during their correlated motion with the projectile embodied,
in the transport equation, leads to a "difFusive"-like redistribution among £ states. Several experimental groups have reported on an enhanced transport depth for convoy
electrons32. A similar diffusion in n 33
quantum number, i.e., energy, in H° has been recently observed by Mohagheghi et al. in transmission through thin foils of a relativistic
If"beam with an energy of 800 MeV. A more detailed discussion of the solution to the
transport equation for projectile electrons can be found in Ref. 15.
VI. Ion-surface collisions
Electronic excitation processes of ions approaching surfaces (ideally without even
penetrating the surface) have become a field of great interest, both from the viewpoint of
fundamental interactions between atomic systems and a semi-infinite many-body system
and from the viewpoint of a large number of applications, notably, the properties of a
confined plasma near the wall of the container and the production of level inversions
with potential applications to x-ray lasers.
Recent experimental progress in this field is closely linked to the advent of sophisticated techniques for surface preparation and surface diagnostics which allow controlled
scattering experiments at microscopically clear surfaces. In addition, the development
of ECR and EBIS ion sources has expanded the range of available charge states of low
to intermediate energy projectiles.
The dynamics of neutralization of a highly charged ion has been studied in several
laboratories34"37. The rapid neutralization of a highly charged ion by transfer of 10 or
more electrons is a true multi-electron process for which not even a first-order approximation is currently available. This flow of electrons is assumed to occur via resonant
charge transfer from the conduction band of the solid to high Rydberg states, followed
by stepwise relaxation by sequential Auger transitions. However, the characteristic time
constant for relaxation as estimated from conventional two-electron Auger matrix elements is too slow to fill inner shells prior to impact. The disparity of time scales for
resonant transfer and relaxation leads to a "bottleneck" and thereby to the formation
of "hollow" atoms.
Fig. 13 displays the complex satellite structure of a He-like X ray
transition for Au 17+ impinging on a Ag surface with an energy of Rs 20 keV per charge.
States with up to 7 holes in the K and L shells but 5 electrons in the M shell have
been observed 38 . A theoretical description of this process is, as of now, missing. Apart
from the obvious difficulty in describing such a violent n electron process, a more subtle
problem consists in reconciling vastly different time scales. If one accepts the notion36

that the multiple-step neutralization process occurs on the incoming part of the trajectory before the ion reaches the surface, the limited available time suggests that the
relaxation process in a hollow atom in proximity of a surface differs dramatically from
Auger decay of an isolated atom with only one or a few vacancies in inner shells. If at all
realistic, electron-electron interactions ("correlations") and electron-surface interactions
must
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Fig. 13. (Is2p —» (Is)2 x ray spectrum observed for Ar 17+ ions impinging on Ag
target, the identification of satellite lines is indicated, from Ref. 38.
play a decisive role in such a fast relaxation. Very likely, an adequate theoretical description should include quasi-resonant charge transfer between "intermediate" shells of
the target and lower-lying excited states of the projectile at small distances from the
surface (w0.5 to 3 a.u.). One may speculate that a classical n-body dynamics calculation which allows non-perturbative treatment of the interactions may be a promising
approach to a theoretical description. The high density of states and the short time
scale involved suggest that the quantal spread of the wavepacket should be of minor
importance. Work along those lines is in progress39.
Electron emission in grazing incidence collisions has recently been used in exploring
the long-range interactions
near the surface. Electrons emitted in ion-surface collisions
have been predicted17 to be subject to acceleration by the image potential of the accompanying ion, provided the characteristic interaction time t, (Eq.(33)) is sufficiently
long. For convoy electron emission at grazing incidence with 6ion cs Seuctron * 89°,
strong 40distortions
due to the image potential are expected: the convoy electron peak is
shifted -41 and broadened42-43.
The electron in close proximity to the projectile receding from the surface is subject
to the projectile potential and to the dynamical surface
screening potential. The latter
is given in a strongly simplified approximation by40'44

t,)sin((* - vt)u>Jvp)K0 [(u>M/v)[(x + xof + y 2 ] 1 ' 2 ]
exp((z - vpt)f/4v)6(vpt

(41)

- z),

where Ko is the modified Bessel function, ws = u>p / \/2 is the frequency of the surface
plasma, 7 is the damping constant of the plasma, and 6 is the step function. The
projectile is assumed to travel parallel to the surface at distance x0 with velocity vp.
The effect of the electronic self-image can be, to lowest order, taken into account by

replacing q —» (q— 1) in (41), assuming that the average position of the electron coincides
with that of the ion. Accordingly, the line shift of the convoy electron is given by

AE ~

r

(42)

where Fz = —§% Vimagt- Fig- 14 displays recent experimental data40 together with
the estimate(Eq.(42)) for the fractional change in energy of the convoy peak (Eo +
AE)/E0, where Eo = v^/2 is the expected position of convoy peak. Projectile ions
(if + , He++) impinge on a SnTe (001) surface at an angle of incidence of (#,- = n/2 —
0 t )=6 mrad. While the quantitative agreement is+ poor, this model reproduces the
qualitative features of the data quite well. For H no peak shift is expected since
<7 — 1 = 0. For He++ the projectile energy dependence of the peak shift is reproduced,
while the magnitude is overestimated. The agreement can be improved by an ad hoc
increase in the angle of the outgcing trajectory(0out) from 6 to 25 mrad. This is in
accord with the observation that the electronic and projectile scattering angles do not
coincide. Clearly, better quantitative agreement with the data can be expected for a
theoretical treatment employing the phase space master equation (Eq.
31). The study
of convoy peak shifts has been recently extended by Koyama et al. 41 to highly charged
projectiles with q up to 27. Here the peak shift reaches 250 eV.
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Fig. 14. Ratio of convoy electron energy position to expected convoy energy (Eo +
AE)/E0 as a function of projectile energy (in MeV/u), angle of incidence 0,n = 6m
mrad; o H + projectiles; • He+calculations for exit angle relative to the surface
0out = 6 mrad; and
0out = 25 mrad, from Ref. 40.
Along similar lines, the broadening of the convoy peak can be explained in terms
of an image-charge induced dipole final state interaction42. For large distances between
the electron and the projectile, the electron moves in an effective dipole field generated
by the projectile ion and its image. Employing the threshold law for a dipole (~ 1/r2)

potential, the cross section near threshold (as seen in the rest frame of the projectile)
behaves as43

4- = const u~ 1+2 V

(43)

where /? depends on the angular momentum of the potential and the dipole moment.
Transforming (43) to the lab frame gives a broadened cusp relative to the Coulomb
cusp for all /? > 0. Using /? as free parameter, good agreement with the experimentally
observed shape of the43convoy peak has been found for /? fa 0.4, almost independent of
the collision velocity. This result underscores the importance of long-range potentials
for the electronic excitation process in ion-surface collision.
VII. Summary
This short overview was intended to illustrate progress in the theoretical understanding of ion-solid collisions. At the same time, recent experimental advances point
to the need for and to the directions of future investigations. They are motivated by
both the many unsolved fundamental questions of properties of atomic systems in dense
media and by their potential applications in the field of surface diagnostics, radiation
damage, and coherent x ray light sources.
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